Dec. 26. 11.

1. God, I give thee every good thing.
2. We do rejoice in every thing.

1. 

2. Thrice rejoice.
4. Contention, it's satisfaction, pleasing.

4. Days of feasts before 1. P.
Therefore moreover in every good
th. every kind personal & relative
considerable for man & higher.
Therefore indeed in the
generously we rejoice, in every good
thing in every good & to last bring liberally out their stock.
Hence no wise separate twas require the self-same
empire be free & not bring
rigorously to the
word caution & direction.
fare & pride & irascability.
Etc. - Sensuality
2. rejoice in health in sin mean
ing. arg. given - for his 13/10
as mean ending in degree &
imm. vdo good to other.

Him vdo good to other.

1. accompany in holy temper
2. I would after some love
to the humility Repentance
Hope & trust & Thein +
3. follow is holy live
Him in true & Pray answer
bly.
1. Gedwene
2. see our last day
3. act in be directed in deed
4. sans vmpere our general
4. do not forget the public &
our own the war
your present lab. in peace, life